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ARABIC LEARNER CORPUS:  
TEXTS TRANSCRIPTION AND FILES FORMAT 

Abstract. This paper introduces standards used for transcribing texts of 

the Arabic Learner Corpus (ALC) from the hand-written sheets into an 

electronic format. It describes the transcription process which was performed 

by three transcribers, and the measurement conducted for keeping consistency 

in transcription. The paper concludes with a description of the corpus file 

produced based on the electronic format. 

Introduction 

For searching and analysing corpora efficiently, they need to be 

in a standardised format. Corpus linguists tend to use plain text format 

which is readable by most of the language processing tools, and 

subsequently handle tags of mark-up languages such as XML. Some 

learner corpora, however, contains hand-written texts which required 

further work to convert them into an electronic form. Transcribing 

such texts with no standards – specifically by more than one – may 

yield differences in the final production, as many things may be 

omitted or added during the transcription process, and thus distort the 

results of the corpus analysis (see for example Pastor-i-Gadea et al., 

2010
1
; Thompson, 2005

2
). 

ALC
3
 

The transcription was performed on the first version of the 

Arabic Learner Corpus, which comprises a collection of texts written 

by learners of Arabic in Saudi Arabia. The corpus covers two types of 
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students, native Arabic speaking students (NAS), and non-native 

Arabic speakers (NNAS). Both groups are males at pre-university 

level. ALC includes a total of 31272 words, and 92 students (from 24 

nationalities and 26 different L1 backgrounds). The participants 

produced 215 written texts (narrative and discussion).  

Standards of texts transcription 

Three transcribers, the researcher and two volunteering 

colleagues (C1 and C2), performed the transcription upon standards 

they agreed on, as no standard practice was found for transcribing 

Arabic from hand-written into computerised form. Most of these 

standards had been extracted by the researcher in advance by reading 

the hand-written texts in order to identify issues that may cause 

dissimilarity in transcription. The standards were also revised by 

transcribers prior to the task, and additional reviews were conducted 

throughout transcription process when they come across uncertain 

points. The transcription standards list in Table 1. 

Table 1. Standards followed in transcription with authentic examples 

from the corpus texts 

Standard followed by example with reference to its sheet 

1. Any struck-out texts should be excluded. 

 
S001_T2_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C 

2. If there is a correction above a non-struck out word, correction form is 

the transcribed. 

 
S005_T4_M_Pre_NNAS_W_H 

3. When there is a doubtful form of a character, the closer to the correct 

form is the transcribed. For instance, the author here wrote "هـ " which 

looks also "ة" , the correct form is "ة" , which has been thus transcribed. 



 
S005_T4_M_Pre_NNAS_W_H 

4. If there is an overlap between hand-written characters, which cannot be 

transcribed, the closest possible form is selected. The example word 

here can be transcribed as “نصصهم”. 

 
S005_T4_M_Pre_NNAS_W_H 

5. If a writer forgot to add a character's dot(s) whether above or below, it 

should be transcribed as it is written by the learner, unless it is not 

possible, for example if there is no equivalent character on computer. 

The example here is transcribed as ”استقبلنا”.  

 
S006_T1_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C 

6. Inserting a new line (paragraph) only when it is clear. For instance, if 

there is a clear space at the end of a line (whether there is a period or 

not), also if there is a clear space at the beginning of the new line with 

a period at the end of the previous paragraph. Other instances, such as 

ending a line with period but with no clear space at the end or at the 

beginning of the new line, are considered as a single paragraph. 

 
Clear space at the end of previous line 

 
No clear space at the end of previous line 

S003_T1_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C 
7. Any identity information (e.g., learner's name, contacts, postal address, 

emails, etc.) should be replaced with # محذوفت شخصيت معلىمت # (personal 

information deleted). Other non-personal information can be left such 

as class, name of school, city, country, religion, culture, etc. 



 
S014_T4_M_Pre_NNAS_W_H 

8. Any shape, illustration, or ornamentation drawn by the learner on the 

sheet is excluded. 

 
S026_T1_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C 

9. Text with no titles are given " عنىان بدون النص " (text with no title) in the 

title field. 

 
S030_T2_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C 

10. Any text format is excluded such as underline words or sentences. 

 
S009_T2_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C 

11. Unknown words or phrases are replaced with "# معزوفت غيز كلمت #" 

(unknown word), or "# معزوفت غيز عبارة #" (unknown phrase). The 

example here is transcribed as “ وصلنا ،#معزوفت غيز كلمت# في الحافلت ”. 

 
S015_T1_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C 

All texts have been transcribed into a database with hiding any 

identity information (Fig. 1). In addition, the transcription assistants 

were not allowed to access the learners’ profiles, they only have the 

hand-written sheets. 



 

Fig. 1. Example of a hand-written text with its transcription 

The assistants were given 10 sheets each time to be transcribed 

within 5 days (2 sheets per day). The transcription process started at 

the beginning of December 2012 (in parallel with the second month of 

data collection) and lasted about 46 days. One of the assistants (C1) 

withdrew after performing 20 transcriptions (10 days), the second 

(C2) transcribed 60 texts (46 days including 16 days delay). The rest 

135 texts were transcribed by the researchers in 14 days (Table 2). 

Table 2. Time of texts transcription 

 C1 C2 Researcher 

No of texts transcribed 20 60 135 

No of days  10 46 14 

Average (sheet per day) 2 1.3 9.6 

Total average of the transcribers 3.9 

Total days of transcription  

process 

46 



Consistency measurement 

In order to ensure that there is a consistency in transcription, the 

researcher with both of the assistants, after discussing the transcription 

standards, transcribed one text (S011_T1_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C), then 

the method that has been followed to measure the consistency between 

each two transcribers was number of agreements divided by number 

of word in the text (120). It yielded a percentage from which the 

average was extracted. The result showed an average of 93%, as 

illustrated in Table 3. 

Table 3. Consistency between transcribers 

 C1 and C2 C1 and R
*
 C2 and R 

No of similarities  

(from 120) 

110 114 109 

percentage  92% 95% 91% 

Average  93% 
*R = the researcher 

This consistency measurement was performed again (on the text 

S009_T1_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C) after the first 10 transcriptions of C1 

and C2, the result revealed an improvement by 5%, as Table 4 shown. 

Table 4. Second test of consistency between transcribers 

 C1 and C2 C1 and R C2 and R 

No of similarities  

(from 132) 

128 129 131 

percentage  97% 98% 99% 

Average  98% 

A final test was between C2 and the researcher (on the text 

S003_T3_M_Pre_NNAS_W_H), at the end of December (about two 

weeks before the transcription completed), which illustrated that the 

consistency is still at 98% (Table 5). 

Table 5. Final test of consistency  

 C2 and R 



No of similarities (from 104) 102 

percentage  98% 

Files format 

Three types of non-annotated files have been generated after the 

transcription process: (1) with no header, (2) with metadata header in 

Arabic, (3) and in English. Files with header are available in two 

formats, txt and XML (see the example in Fig. 3). The metadata 

information enables researchers to identify characteristics of text and 

its producer in each transcription. The original hand-written sheets are 

also available after they have been scanned and saved into PDF-

format files. All corpus files were named in a method which indicates 

the basic characteristics of the text and its author (e.g. 

S038_T2_M_Pre_NNAS_W_C). They are in order: student identifier 

number, text number, author gender, level of study, nativeness, text 

mode, and place of text production. 



 

Fig. 2. Example of non-annotated text in XML format  

with English header 

Conclusion 

This paper introduces standards used for transcribing hand-

written texts of the Arabic Learner Corpus (ALC) into an electronic 

format. The paper also describes the transcription process and the 

results of consistency measurement which reveals an increase after 

applied the transcription standards. It concludes with a description of 

the corpus text and XML file generated after the transcription. 
 


